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Last of the spirits, Chris Priestley
A clever twist on the classic, A Christmas 
Carol, introducing two new characters also 
on their way to a terrible fate, unless they 
take heed from the terrifying ghosts of 
Christmas past, present & future.
Listen to an interview with the author here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sg28Vz3wPM8&t=28s
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Goodnight stories for rebel girls
We need some new fairy tale endings: What if the 
princess didn't marry Prince Charming but instead 
went on to be an astronaut? What if the jealous 
step sisters were supportive and kind? And what if 
the queen was the one really in charge of the 
kingdom?
Watch a book trailer here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jt_QrASqYLo&t=1s
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Are we all lemmings and snowflakes?
Camp Reset, a summer camp offering a shot at 

“normality” for Olive, a girl on the edge, and for the 
new friends she never expected to make – who 
each have their own reasons for being there. Olive 
needs a plan to solve all their problems,  but how 
do you fix the world when you can’t fix yourself?  
Watch a book review here (with cookies!)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Os8PXQMaoQ8
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Father Christmas and me, Matt Haig
It isn’t easy, growing up in Elfhelm, even if your 
adoptive parents are the newly married Father and 
Mary Christmas. For one thing, Elf School is annoying 
when you have to sing Christmas songs everyday –
even in July – and when you fail all your toy-making 
tests. Also it can get very, very cold.                            
Watch an animation here 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDuNrP7Ay9Y&t=32s
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Marly’s ghost, David Levithan
A modern take on A Christmas Carol, set around 
Valentine's Day, not Christmas. Ben and Marly are 
the perfect couple but Marly becomes ill and dies. 
Ben is convinced he'll never recover from the loss 
and, like Scrooge who shuns Christmas, Ben turns 
away from love until he is visited by three spirits……
Watch a trailer here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S90Ni3bFEvM&index=4&list=PLLIWgeQUn3Obd_ywQhUE6mkcYuxgsLMUV&t=0s
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Mistletoe & murder, Robin Stevens
A fabulously festive 5th mystery in the Murder Most 
Unladylike series. It's Christmas and the snow is 
falling in Cambridge where detective duo Daisy and 
Hazel’s hopes of relaxing amongst the spires, cosy 
libraries and tea-rooms are dashed by the danger 
lurking in the dark stairwells of Maudlin College. 
Watch a Q&A with the author here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TTJWE35wX_8&index=4&list=PLLIWgeQUn3Obd_ywQhUE6mkcYuxgsLMUV
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I killed Father Christmas
Spoilt Jo-Jo believes his badness has actually killed 
Father Christmas. To make amends, he tries to 
become Santa – with a sack of his old toys and 
wearing his Mum’s red coat. But a magical encounter 
shows Jo-Jo the true message of Christmas.
Cream paper and clear font make this a quick and easy read. 
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A Christmas Carol, Charles Dickens
Ebenezer Scrooge is a mean, miserable, bitter old 
man with no friends. One cold Christmas Eve, three 
ghosts take him on a scary journey to show him the 
error of his ways. By visiting his past, present and 
future, Scrooge learns to love Christmas and the 
people all around him. 
Watch a book trailer here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MJ68KtYx3wQ&t=0s&list=PLLIWgeQUn3Obd_ywQhUE6mkcYuxgsLMUV&index=6
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Dead of winter, Chris Priestley
Michael's parents are dead and he is invited to 
spend Christmas with his guardian in a large and 
desolate country house. His arrival on the first night 
suggests something is not quite right when he sees 
a woman out in the frozen mists, standing alone in 
the marshes. Deliciously creepy.                                                                       
Watch a book review here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rOx-4jXy1YQ&t=36s
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Girl called Owl,    Amy Wilson 
When Owl starts seeing odd frost patterns on her 
skin and crying tears of ice, her world shifts. Could 
her strange new powers be linked to the father she 
has never met? 
“A story of wild winds and bitter frosts, with the 
warmth of friendship at its heart.”
Watch a book trailer here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UuDmk6aS8bs&index=8&list=PLLIWgeQUn3Obd_ywQhUE6mkcYuxgsLMUV&t=0s
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Anna and the swallow man
On 6th November 1939 Anna’s father had to go away 
for a few hours, but he never returned. This is the 
tale of Anna’s long cold journey, of her loss of 
childhood through the horrors of war, tinted with the 
wonders of magical folklore stories and her 
unequivocal belief that everything will be fine . 
Find a book review here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i0i5x0yef7A&index=8&list=PLLIWgeQUn3Obd_ywQhUE6mkcYuxgsLMUV
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Goth girl & the ghost of a mouse
Ada Goth lives in Ghastly Gorm Hall with her father, lots 
of servants, and several ghosts, but she has no friends. 
Then one night a ghostly mouse called Ishmael appears 
and together they set out to solve the mystery of strange 
happenings in the creepy house. A clearly written and 
illustrated book to warm the heart of readers of all ages. 

Find a book trailer here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J7Rhef0DdOM&index=9&list=PLLIWgeQUn3Obd_ywQhUE6mkcYuxgsLMUV
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Northern Lights,     Philip Pullman
When Lyra’s friend Roger disappears, she and her 
daemon, Pantalaimon, determine to find him. Their 
quest takes them to the bleak splendour of the North 
where armoured bears rule and the ice and witch queens 
fly through frozen skies – and where scientists are 
conducting experiments too horrible to be spoken about. 

5 reasons to the read the book are here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PKi0upZnbqc&index=10&list=PLLIWgeQUn3Obd_ywQhUE6mkcYuxgsLMUV
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An eagle in the snow, Michael Morpurgo.
A train is sheltering from German fighters in the darkness 
of a railway tunnel, and a stranger in the carriage with 
Barney and his mother tells them a story to pass the 
time. The story is of a young soldier in the WW1 trenches 
who, on the spur of the moment, makes the worst 
mistake he could make – one he must put right before it 

is too late…           Watch a book trailer here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hHpyaAWTHHE&index=11&list=PLLIWgeQUn3Obd_ywQhUE6mkcYuxgsLMUV
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My swordhand is singing, Marcus Sedgewick

Peter doesn't understand why his father carries a long 
wooden box around with him, or why he has dug a deep 
ditch around their Eastern European hut. But he is 
increasingly aware of malevolence about the place. With 
the help of Sofia, a travelling gypsy, Peter sets out to 
conquer the evil threat to the village and uncover the secrets 

of his father's past. Watch a theatrical interpretation here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P-VlHXT2tho&list=PLLIWgeQUn3Obd_ywQhUE6mkcYuxgsLMUV&index=12
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Below Zero, Dan Smith
When Zak's plane crash-lands on Outpost Zero, a small 
Antarctic research base, he discovers a cold, dark 
nightmare. The power's out and the people who live 
there have disappeared. Worse, as he searches for 
answers, bizarre visions suggest a link to something else -
deep beneath the ice - which only he can understand .                          
Listen to the author read an excerpt here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGWo-6IA-5Q&index=13&list=PLLIWgeQUn3Obd_ywQhUE6mkcYuxgsLMUV
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Shackleton’s Journey, William Grill

Shackleton's Journey is a unique visual re-telling of the 
landmark expedition crossing the Antarctic from one 
pole to the other. You will love exploring Grill's 
informative and impeccably researched illustrations 

Watch a National Geographic video of the expedition here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sgh_77TtX5I&list=PLLIWgeQUn3Obd_ywQhUE6mkcYuxgsLMUV&index=14
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The Gift, Celia Ahern
Lou never seems to have enough time to devote to his 
wife and family. Gabe wishes he was somewhere warm. 
When Lou invites Gabe, a homeless man who sits outside 
his office, into the building and into his life, Lou’s world is 
changed beyond all measure…
Let the author tell you more here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GrasNTkDZrQ&list=PLLIWgeQUn3Obd_ywQhUE6mkcYuxgsLMUV&index=16
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365 Days of Wonder, R J Palacio
A beautiful companion to the novel; a collection of Mr 
Brown’s Precepts; his funny, insightful and inspiring 
quotes from authors and other literary personalities 
from Roald Dahl to John Lennon, Anne Frank to Lewis 
Carroll, JJR Tolkein to Popeye. 
A book to be shared and treasured. 
Watch a book trailer here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rP0q9i24pdI&index=15&list=PLLIWgeQUn3Obd_ywQhUE6mkcYuxgsLMUV
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I’ll be home for Christmas
An eclectic mix of very British short stories, and poems, by 

some of the best voices in YA fiction. “Home” is a cosy, 

welcoming word but not all these stories will end happily. 

Curl up over the holidays and see Christmas from different 

viewpoints. 
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The Christmas Truce, Carol Ann Duffy
Carol Ann Duffy's poem celebrates the miraculous truce 

between the trenches, when enemy shook hands with 

enemy, shared songs, swapped gifts, even played 

football, and peace found a place in No Man's Land.

In a gorgeous small format, beautifully illustrated,

The Christmas Truce is an irresistible festive read.
Listen to a clip here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hnOhLPzYDUc
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The sleeper and the spindle
On the eve of her wedding, a young queen sets out to 

rescue a princess from enchantment. She casts aside her 

fine clothes, takes her chain mail and sword, setting out to 

decide her own future - and the princess who needs 

rescuing is not quite what she seems. Twisting the 

familiar and new, this delicious, captivating and darkly 

funny tale shows its creators at the peak of their talent.
Watch & listen behind the scenes with Neil Gaiman & Chris Riddell
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=76p5i861rds
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A shiver of snow and sky
On the frozen island of Skane, the sky speaks. Beautiful lights 

appear, their colours with meaning: Green means all is well, the 

Goddess is happy. Blue means a snow storm is on the way. 

Red is rare. A warning. 17 years ago the sky turned red as Osa

was born, unleashing a plague claiming the lives of hundreds of 

villagers, including her own mother. This time, when the night 

sky once again bleeds crimson, she must discover what it 

means before so many lives are lost again.

See a book review here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sNv20Ge14ow
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The Truth Pixie,         Matt Haig
And finally, a funny and loveable new little book with an 

important message to carry into the new year for all of   

us, whatever our age!
Listen to Matt talking about his favourite character in his Christmas series here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzWW0zq-_wo&t=16s

